Extended Mission
Patch 002: Errata
17th May 2009

New text added after Patch 001 shown in bold.
Page 4:
Delete “tertiary task to receive” from the lowpower antenna’s description.

Page 2:
Replace the section on tertiary tasks with the
following:

A tertiary, or bit-flip task begins with
Result[0] and Result[1] set, Result[2] and
Result[3] clear. The player rolls a die to try
to set Result[2]. For a standard task, she
may reroll until the task succeeds.
An immediate bit-flip (see below) takes no
time and does not interrupt other dice
rolls. If the affected player fails, she
doesn't take her dice roll, but can try
again to overcome the interference when
she is next able to take a turn.
Tertiary tasks don't risk malfunctions.

Add to the description of the low-power antenna:
”If Result[3] set, the antenna only works
intermittently. The probe can still receive
commands and send basic status reports to
Mission Control, using many repetitions of each
message. Although a low-power antenna is a
peripheral system, it counts as a core system for
purposes of the disable systems task.”
Page 5:
In the description of landing a rover, change
“extended primary task” to “primary task”.
Page 6:
For improved software, delete the sentence
beginning “One of the probes must attempt a
secondary task…”

Page 3:
In the last sentence for the assist task, delete
“on the same turn”.

For all listed robotic Earth inhabitants, replace
“Mission computer, power supply, heater/radiator
if required” with “Standard core systems” (but
retain the anti-missile installation’s improved
power supply).

Replace the Robot Attacks on Core Systems table
with this table:
Robot Attacks on
Core Systems (d8)
1-2
Mission
computer
3-4
Power
supply
5-6
Heater/
radiator
7-8
Low-power
antenna

Page 7:
For Weather, add “immediate” to “bit-flip” and
delete the parenthesis. Add to the end of this
section: “Bad weather typically persists for 1d8
sols”.

Replace the Biological Attacks table with this table:
Biological Attacks (d10)
1
Mission computer
2-3
Power supply
4-5
Heater/radiator
6
Low-power
antenna
7
Peripheral #1
8
Peripheral #2
9
Peripheral #3
10
Peripheral #4
In the second paragraph for the interfere task, add
“immediate” to “bit-flip task”, replace the second
sentence as follows: “This is an exception to the
rule that biologicals only use secondary tasks” and
delete the third sentence.
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